


Yo Rockstar,

Writing sales pages is one of the most lucrative parts of what I 
do. Because they have the power to bring you tremendous 
amounts of profit. Or none, if you fuck it up. BAHAHAHAHA! 
Now, you won’t...don’t worry. 

And the truth is most sales pages can be distilled into a format 
that makes them a little less painful to crank out. 

Disclaimer: This is only the structure of one type of sales page. 
But there are many, many out there.

You’ll need to decide if the product/service you’re pimping and 
who you’re pimping it to, fits this bill. But this one is a great fit for 
many service-based business owners, who have a strong 
following and a stable base. 

Kick Ass!
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The Template

☑The Burning Headline 

You want and need their emotions from the start. Avoid lazy terms that 
everyone else is using. Avoid over-dramatization like (How not to make 
$7865M from a Sales Page). 

Pro Tip: Write as many headlines as you can think of before you settle on THE 
one. Also, consider split-testing different ones if you’re using services that 
encourage that. 

☑The Full Bodied Copy

The headline needs to flow seamlessly down into the body. You have to 
create an air that pushes them to NEED to read the next line. There may 
be a few paragraphs of this body copy. And, by the way, if you lead with 
pain, end with the benefits. If you lead with benefits, reflect on the pain. 

Pro Tip: Know what the pains are you want to respond to before you start. Once 
you have a complete understanding of what ails them, you can best respond with 
the next section, like a BOSS. 
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☑The Boozy Band-Aid

They all want that hurt you brought up to stop. Now. They’ve relived it 
enough. Let them know HOW you’re going to make everything all better. 

Pro Tip: The more story you have, the more engaging it is. Don’t list fucking 
FEATURES like: Earn more money. List shit that matters to them. 

☑What You Get (and it’s not a hangover)

Tell them exactly what they’re going to get when they sign up or book a 
call with you. Or whatever. Open the curtains and reveal all here. 

Pro Tip: Bullet points should list the best part of what they'll get. But don't stop at 
features, make them juicy and real life solutions they'll dig.

☑Aged to Perfection
They see that you’ve got a solution for them, now tell them WHY you’re 
the one to get them the results they need. Let them know what you’ve 
done, who you’ve done it with, and for how long, etc. (Note: Not talking 
about your sexual rendezvous here...mmmk??) 

Pro Tip: Sprinkle credible sounding testimonials in here. Do NOT make shit up. I 
will hunt you down and call you out. If you don’t have any, beta test the shit outta 
your programs and get some. But don’t make this a 6-month endeavor, that’s just 
making excuses not to start. I know your games.
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☑Last Call 

This is the 1-2 Punch. Loop this shit back to the headline and you’re 
gold. 

Pro Tip: Avoid power-draining words, like “can”, “help, “will” etc.

There you go! Now. Go make a shit ton of money. And tell the world that 
Badass’D Digital Ink helped you do it. ;) 

Seriously, if you have questions/comments/feedback hit me. You can 
email me at tania at taniadakka dot com. Follow me on Facebook, if you 
dare. But if you’re not into bikes, bourbon, and bullets, feel free to like 
my Facebook Page instead. 

Want more help than this Power Shot of AWESOME? You can find 
what I do here. (Plus more that’s not on the menu, so ask if you 
don’t see what you need here!) 
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https://www.facebook.com/tania.dakka.5
https://www.facebook.com/TaniaDakka/
http://taniadakka.com

